**No. 97362N**

**Carolers Doll Set**

Although we make every effort to prevent errors from being published, we regret that they do occur and apologize for any inconvenience this may cause. We have corrected the pattern information for working Doll B’s Red Dress with White Trim on page 3 of the pattern. The corrections are shown in red.

Also note, there may be more than one revision to a pattern.

**Doll C:**

*Row 13:* Cast off 3 sts, [k to 1 st before next M, kfb, sl M, kfb] 4 times, k to end. (71 sts) ##

**Doll B:**

Now work as given for Doll C Dress from ** to ##.

*Row 14:* K 12, p 16, k 18, p 16, k9.

The M’s separate the Right Back (9 sts), Sleeve (16 sts), Front (18 sts), Sleeve (16 sts) and Left Back (12 sts). Place 9 sts of Right Back on a st holder.

We apologize for any inconvenience. Patterns are corrected from December, 2017.